Our Mission

Business Process
Outsourcing Services

K-CYBER
Our cybersecurity offering assesses risk, builds a formidable
defense and remediates against cyber crime.
K-MEDIA
This program continuously scans, optimizes and improves
e-traffic and image.
K- REGULATE
Designed to assist in complying with regulations such as
MACRA, VBP etc.
K-CALL
A healthcare call center to support your office that optimizes
your processes.
K-DOCS
A team specializing in document management document
archiving and legal release of information.
K-POP
A team to assist you in improving population health scores
inquality measures.
K-TEAM
This is a unique service offered by us to address all your
remaining business needs.

Free up our healthcare clients to do
what they are trained to do while we optimize
all other processes in a fiscally responsible manner.

Our Vision
Become your most trusted low profile partner
who will be your singlesource for optimizing
any and all non-clinical processes.

Our Promise
We will strive to optimize your business processes
cost-effectively and provide you ethical guidance
on all business and regulatory
matters tomake you successful.

World Headquarters
FREE TOOLS FOR SUCCESS
K-PMS

Our robust, intuitive and reliable practice
management system makes mundane business
processes less cumbersome that results in
improved accuracy and productivity.

K-EMR

Our certified physician office EMR that is ridiculously
easy touse ensuring quick adoption by clinicians
of every vintage!

23155 Northwestern Hwy, Suite 200
Southfield MI 48075-4019, USA
Telephone: 855-663-8800

Sales & Marketing
sales@keizersolutions.com

General Info
info@keizersolutions.com

What We Do

Who We Are

Keizer Solutions can assist you with every business process but our core
services can broadly be classified under one of these three categories:

Keizer Solutions is a Business Process Support Organization
with an unsurpassed depth of experience in the
‘Business of Healthcare’!
We understand the intricate workings of the entire healthcare
ecosystem, having walked in your shoes, and exist to guide our
clients through this rapidly evolving maze of processes and
regulations to lead you to success in your endeavors. We share
your visions of service excellence and maximum ethical financial
performance.
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Health Information
Services
K-TRANSCRIPTIONS
We recognize that there is no one-size-fits-all solution out there.
Accordingly we offer several methods for transcribing patient
encounters quickly and accurately in your EMR.
Live
You can call into our transcription phone line and dictate.

Revenue Cycle
Management
K-RCM
RCM services to significantly reduce your AR Days, increase the
collection rate and reduce the billing costs with our proven
methodology.

Voice Files
Using a hand-held recording device, you may dictate notes
and your docking station sends us the voice file.

K-AR
Our K-AR team can assist you in recovering revenues from
claims that need that extra bit of work to get paid. We can do that in
tandem with your team or independent of your team freeing
them up for more urgent tasks.

Scribes
We can provide either a live scribe on site or a virtual scribe
who will remotely follow your encounter and reliably
transcribe the encounter for you.

K-AR ANALYZE
In order to avoid repetitious billing errors and to focus efforts
for maximum impact, and to base important strategic decisions
on is exactly what K-ARANALYZE does for you.

K-CODE
Our coding team can timely, accurately and ethically code for
services rendered at prices our competition cannot even touch.
K-AUDIT/ K-CDI
To optimize reimbursement, our experts review and audit
records expeditiously.

K-STATEMENTS
Our system makes it easy for your team to upload the information into our system to generate and mail statements and makes it
easy for your patients to remit their payments in any way they
prefer using our user-friendly systems.
K-COLLECT
For patients who are reluctant to pay their share of the financial
obligations, we can take over the collections functions for you.

We are an agile organization dedicated to innovation and excellence in all healthcare business
processes. Our clients commend us for consistently delivering optimum results and a delightful
customer experience

